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Consolidation Analysis
Mt. Polley TSF Estimated Zone S (Core) and Zone C (Shell) Top elevations and Water Level versus time

Failure on August 4, 2014
Mt. Polley TSF Estimated Zone S (Core) and Zone C (Shell) Top elevations and Water Level versus time - from Stage 6 to Failure
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**Failure on August 4, 2014**

Figure H.A1-2
Mt. Polley TSF Estimated Zone S (Core), Zone C (Shell) and Water Level elevations versus time between May to August, 2014

Failure on August 4, 2014

Figure H.A1-3
Mt. Polley Zone S (Core) and Zone C (Shell) Height Increment per Stage
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Figure H.A1-5
Figure H.A1-6
Excess Pore Water Pressure in Middle of Upper GLU Layer (kPa)
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Figure H.A1-3